Using multiple imputation to deal with missing data and attrition in longitudinal studies with repeated measures of patient-reported outcomes
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Objective: Missing data is a ubiquitous problem in studies using patient-reported measures, decreasing sample sizes and causing possible bias. In longitudinal studies, special problems relate to attrition and death during follow-up. We describe a methodological approach for the use of multiple imputation (MI) to meet these challenges.

Methods: In a cohort of patients treated with percutaneous coronary intervention followed with use of repetitive questionnaires and information from national registers over 3 years, only 417 out of 1,726 patients had complete data on all measure points and covariates. We suggest strategies for use of MI and different methods for dealing with death along with sensitivity analysis of deviations from the assumption of missing at random, all with the use of standard statistical software. The Mental Component Summary from Short Form 12-item survey was used as an example.

Conclusion: Ignoring missing data may cause bias of unknown size and direction in longitudinal studies. We have illustrated that MI is a feasible method to try to deal with bias due to missing data in longitudinal studies, including attrition and nonresponse, and should be considered in combination with analysis of sensitivity in longitudinal studies. How to handle dropout due to death is still open for debate.
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Introduction

An inevitable everyday challenge for epidemiologists is missing data. We think of missing data as data that we planned to collect but did not get. This poses challenges for both reliability and validity of the estimates. Especially, nonparticipation (invited patients who never participated in the study) and attrition (loss during follow-up of participants who initially were in the study) imply problems in longitudinal studies. Nonparticipants often differ from the source population with respect to disease severity as well as other covariates, for example, sex, age, and education.¹

Attrition occurs in most clinical trials and observational studies if they involve more than one measurement point. Especially in clinical epidemiology, changes in disease severity or symptoms may influence patient participation.¹ During follow-up, the participants may be unwilling or too ill to continue participation, they may move and fail to report their new address, or they may even die, although the latter may not be regarded as attrition.² The opposite mechanism may operate if the patient considers himself to be marginal with respect to the aim of the study (eg, too few symptoms or symptoms primarily related to comorbidity). Patients may find participation tedious and time-consuming, and even comorbidity or life events may play a role unknown to
the researchers. However, the patient characteristics or the mechanism behind attrition is seldom reported. The reasons why participants drop out are, however, usually unknown, and consequently, evaluation of the role, and even the direction, of bias may be speculative.

Specific analytical problems arise when the patients die during follow-up. In this case, we do not consider it as a missing data problem, as we are not interested in patient-reported outcomes, when patients are dead. In most studies, patients who die during follow-up are simply excluded from the analysis, but results from these studies are often too optimistic. In other approaches, the “worst” value is assigned to the patient-reported outcomes variable for patients who die during follow-up, or an indicator of having been alive at next point of measurement is introduced.

Both nonparticipation and attrition may introduce selection bias if the reason for is related to the outcome of interest. The problem with missing data is accentuated by the fact that most statistical methods (eg, regression models) will exclude cases with incomplete observation of any covariate or outcome – a complete case analysis. Linear mixed models are often used in studies with repeated measurements and will, in some cases, give unbiased estimates by just analyzing the observed data; hence, you will not need to impute the missing data. However, this will, in general, require that the model involve all the variables needed to make the missing-at-random (MAR) assumption valid, and will hold only if the outcome has missing values, not if the covariates have missing values. An unbiased linear mixed model also requires that attrition is not related to the outcome. A thorough introduction to linear mixed models and missing data can be found in Verbeke and Twisk.

Types of missing data
We will briefly explain the different types of missing data in the following. We say that the data is missing completely at random (MCAR) if the chance of observing data is identical for the data that we in fact observed and the data we did not observe. In the case of MCAR, analyses of complete cases will introduce no bias but will decrease the sample size and hence, the precision of the estimates. However, in most cases, the risk of missing data is related to other variables (observed or unobserved); that is, if the data are not MCAR, then analyses based only on complete cases may cause bias. Now suppose that, given all we have observed about a person, the risk of missing a specific observation is independent of the actual value of that observation (eg, the risk that data is missing is independent of the values of the unobserved variables, given the observed variables), then we will say that the data are MAR. The keystone in the missing data theory is that if data are MAR, then it is theoretically possible to make valid and efficient inference based on the collected data (but not by a complete case analysis). Finally, the data are said to be missing not at random (MNAR) if they are neither MCAR nor MAR. We will by no means provide a full introduction to the topic but refer to Sterne et al, White et al, and Carpenter et al for further details.

Imputation
In recent decades, different approaches have been developed to deal with missing data, but we will focus on imputation. The idea behind imputation methods is that as we know how to analyze the data if there were no missing data (planned analysis), and if we could fill in (impute) the missing data, then we could just analyze this imputed dataset. The simplest form of imputation is single imputation where a missing observation for a specific variable for each person is replaced by a reasonable value such as, for example, the mean of the observed values for that variable or as “last observation carried forward” (missing values are replaced by the last observed value of that variable) in longitudinal studies. Although estimates based on single value-imputed data are unbiased if the imputation model is correct, this method will not supply valid standard errors, confidence intervals, or P-values. In multiple imputation (MI), we create several (m) imputed datasets, in which we, in each set, replace missing observations with random values from a statistical model based on distributions in the observed dataset and underlying assumptions on the nature of the missing data. After this, we analyze each of the imputed datasets by the planned analysis to obtain m sets of estimates and corresponding standard errors. The final estimates are found as the average of the m sets of estimates and the standard errors by applying a simple formula called Rubin’s rule. The obtained standard error incorporates the two sources of uncertainty, the standard error of the estimate for each of the m datasets and the random variation between estimates derived from different imputed datasets. If data are MAR and the models used in the imputation are chosen adequately, MI will give a valid inference. As it is theoretically impossible to verify the assumption of MAR, the MI analysis should be accompanied by sensitivity analyses that illustrate how realistic departures from MAR would affect the results.

When patients die during follow-up, we do not consider it as a missing data problem because patient-reported outcomes are irrelevant when patients are dead. In most studies with repeated measurements, patients who die during follow-up
are simply excluded completely from the analysis, but results from these studies are often too optimistic. In other approaches, the “worst” value is assigned to the variable for patients who die during follow-up, or an indicator of having been alive at the next point of measurement is introduced. Kurland et al discuss the importance of choosing the model according to the aim of the study, while Harel et al and Ning et al give examples of MI in simulated settings.

The aim of the present paper is to describe a specific application of MI exemplified in a concrete follow-up study with numerous measurement points and external data from national health and socioeconomic databases. The paper focuses on the challenges of missing data in the study, the assumptions and methods behind MI, and the use of sensitivity analysis. We did not aim to compare different approaches to deal with missing data but rather to provide a solution accessible to the majority of epidemiologists by the use of standard statistical software.

The analytic aim of the follow-up study used as the example was to describe the long-term course of self-reported health in a cohort of patients treated with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), using repeated measurements of the Short Form 12-item survey (SF-12) component summaries of mental and physical health, along with differences in the course of self-reported health with respect to left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), indication for PCI, age, sex, and educational level using a linear mixed effect model. The specific results corresponding to these analytic aims are presented in a separate paper.

Materials and methods

Materials

We used data from a study of patient-reported outcomes in 1,726 consecutive patients treated with PCI at Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark. For a period of 36 months, patients were repeatedly followed with questionnaires, to establish eight fixed measure points during follow-up (1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, 18 months, 24 months, 30 months, and 36 months after PCI). The mode of data collection was a combination of mailed and emailed questionnaires, depending on the patients’ preference. The patients provided their e-mail addresses voluntarily. The measure points were established to reflect the most precise timing of the answer to the questionnaire based on an algorithm that used the actual date of the answer compared to the date of the PCI procedure, rather than the number of the questionnaire.

Patients received up to two reminders if they did not respond within 2–3 weeks after each questionnaire. Patients who did not respond after the two reminders were not sent the following questionnaires. At the end of the study, we mailed a final questionnaire to all patients who were still alive, including those who had stopped answering during follow-up, but had not contacted us with a specific denial.

The course of the data collection is presented in Table 1. The cohort includes 1,726 patients who provided 7,872 questionnaires covering the eight measurement points. Seventy-four patients died during follow-up. The patient’s response category could change over time; for example, one could be classified as a nonrespondent in the beginning of the study, but return the initial questionnaire later than requested, and then be classified as a returnee. After that, the same patient could stop answering further questionnaires and thus be classified as a dropout. The data collection is described in detail in Table 1 (upper part).

In this paper, we focus on the repeated measurements of SF-12 component summaries. The SF-12 data were scored into the two component summaries: Mental Component Summary (MCS) and Physical Component Summary (PCS). In this scoring, persons who had not completed all 12 items were categorized as missing. We also included repeated measurements of two heart-specific dimensions from the Seattle Angina Questionnaire (SAQ), namely “stability” (SAQs) and “frequency” (SAQf). SF-12 scoring started 1 month after PCI, while SAQs and SAQf started 3 months after PCI (Table 1, lower part).

Other information used in this study from the questionnaire at 3 months were educational level (low, intermediate, or high from International Standard Classification of Education) and leisure time physical activity (four categories: <2 hours per week, 2–4 hours per week, >4 hours per week, or >4 hours per week and heavy).

In Denmark, accurate and unambiguous linkage of registries and clinical databases at the individual level is possible due to a unique central personal registry number assigned to each Danish citizen at birth and to residents on immigration. Supplementary to the questionnaires, we had access to the following register-based data:

1. Sex and day of birth were provided from the Danish Civil Registration System along with information about the exact day of death, for those who died during follow-up.
2. Comorbidity calculated as Charlson Index was provided from the Danish National Patient Registry. Charlson Index was categorized into 0, 1–2, and >3.
Table 1 Response patterns and attrition in a cohort of patients treated with PCI at Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby (N=1,726)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>1 month</th>
<th>3 months</th>
<th>6 months</th>
<th>12 months</th>
<th>18 months</th>
<th>24 months</th>
<th>30 months</th>
<th>36 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall mortality (n)</td>
<td>1,726</td>
<td>1,721</td>
<td>1,716</td>
<td>1,707</td>
<td>1,692</td>
<td>1,678</td>
<td>1,664</td>
<td>1,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive in current round (n)</td>
<td>1,726</td>
<td>1,721</td>
<td>1,716</td>
<td>1,707</td>
<td>1,692</td>
<td>1,678</td>
<td>1,664</td>
<td>1,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From previous round (n)</td>
<td>1,323</td>
<td>1,322</td>
<td>1,112</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>1,012</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attrition (n)</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available for next round (n)</td>
<td>1,323</td>
<td>1,112</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>1,012</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent missing questionnaire (n)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returned questionnaires (n)</td>
<td>1,294</td>
<td>1,104</td>
<td>1,026</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate according to previous round (%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate according to first round (%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Questionnaire-specific response

SF-12 PCS/MCS

Complete (n) = 1,144, 979, 945, 899, 858, 827, 783, 780
Incomplete (n) = 150, 125, 81, 60, 58, 54, 56, 73

Seattle Angina Questionnaire (frequency dimension)

Complete (n) = 1,046, 1,007, 888, 798, 728, 682, 731
Incomplete (n) = 58, 19, 71, 118, 153, 157, 122

Seattle Angina Questionnaire (stability dimension)

Complete (n) = 1,056, 1,015, 891, 805, 738, 690, 736
Incomplete (n) = 48, 11, 68, 111, 143, 149, 117

Notes: a141 patients had hidden addresses and were not sent questionnaires; bdead and nonrespondents after two reminders; cintermittent missing questionnaire in first round occurred when the first questionnaire was delayed from the patient to the second time point 3 months after PCI. The following intermittent missing occurred because all patients who stopped answering during follow-up without any known reason were mailed a final questionnaire. This resulted in an increase in returned questionnaires in the final round.

Abbreviations: PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; SF-12, Short Form 12-item survey; MCS, Mental Component Summary; PCS, Physical Component Summary.

3. Body mass index (BMI), smoking status, indication of the PCI (acute or elective), and LVEF were available from a clinical database, West Denmark Heart Registry.

4. Transfer payment groups (TPGs) were provided from the Danish Register for Evaluation of Marginalization (DREAM). DREAM contains information about income sources at a weekly basis, and we used the information for the week before PCI and at each time point of the questionnaires. For each week, each patient was categorized into one of the five categories: 1) working or unemployed, 2) receiving health-related benefits, 3) early retirement, 4) normal retirement, and 5) dead or emigrated. If patients did not report their educational level, categorizations were based on the patients' membership of a trade union, which was available from DREAM (available for 512 patients out of 682 missing). The register-based data were complete for all patients, but in the West Denmark Heart Registry, BMI was missing in 76 cases (4.4%) and smoking habits in 70 (4.1%) cases. From self-reported height and weight, we were able to create an additional 34 BMI values, while self-reported smoking status added 48 additional values to the data from the clinical database. The data on TPGs and date of death were added to the dataset because we knew we had missing data, and we intended to use these as additional information in the imputation models.

During the data collection, some patients skipped single items, some returned a scheduled questionnaire later than requested, some stopped answering the questionnaires, and some died during follow-up. This resulted in several kinds of missing data, item, scale score, and questionnaire levels, along with attrition and total nonparticipation. Figure 1 illustrates different types of response in a simplified overview. All together, 46 different response patterns were identified in our cohort on the questionnaire level, not taking missing items and deaths into account. In reality, nearly each individual may have his or her pattern of missing data, when taking all items in a longer questionnaire into account.

Baseline characteristics including missing data distributed on whole-course respondents, dropouts, returnees, and nonrespondents are described in Table 2. We defined whole-course respondents as patients who responded to all questionnaires (n=761). Respondents who dropped out were defined as people who stopped answering during follow-up, including those who answered only the first questionnaire (n=470). In the group of respondents who dropped out, 42 patients died during follow-up. Returnees were patients who completed
parts of the study, but not at the scheduled pace, resulting in missing questionnaires (n=92). This group included the dropouts that were approached again at the end of the study. Nonrespondents were defined as patients who did not return any questionnaires at all (n=403). The nonrespondents also included the 141 patients who were never invited to take part in the study because they had a hidden address. In the group of nonrespondents, 32 patients died during follow-up.

These response types can also be identified in Figure 1, where the upper three rows are patients who completed the whole study; the following four rows are examples of patients who stopped during follow-up, then two rows with returnees, and the two bottom rows with nonresponders.

In the SF-12 component summaries, several respondents skipped one or more items, resulting in a missing score (Table 1, lower part), and in the SAQ, a considerable number of respondents skipped the questions, possibly because they did not experience any symptoms. All together, only 470 patients completed all eight questionnaires with all SF-12 items filled in, and out of these, only 417 had complete data regarding smoking, BMI, LVEF, physical activity, and educational level, as required for an unbiased complete case analysis. If we used the complete cases only, a considerable number of patients would be excluded.

Patients who were nonrespondents differed from the respondents who completed the whole study course, by being more often women, younger, and more often treated with acute PCI. They suffered more often from comorbidities and had unhealthier lifestyle, in terms of smoking habits and BMI. The patients who were nonrespondents due to hidden address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaires:</th>
<th>Respondent type (many other combinations are possible)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Answered all questionnaires, no items missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Answered all questionnaires, but missing items in some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Answered all questionnaires, but missing items in all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>Answered questionnaires from the start, no items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 months</td>
<td>missing, but then stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 months</td>
<td>Answered questionnaires complete from the start, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>missing items in the following, and then stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Answered questionnaires from the start, then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>stopped and later died during follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Answered all questionnaires, but died during</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Answered questionnaires from the start, stopped for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 months</td>
<td>long period, but answered the final questionnaire,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 months</td>
<td>sent to all who stopped during follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 months</td>
<td>Answered questionnaires, but not in the correct pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Nonrespondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Nonrespondents, died during follow-up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The distribution within these groups differ, depending on the item/variables of interest

Figure 1 Exemplified overview of some respondent types in a follow up study of PCI patients.
Table 2 Characteristics of response types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>With dropout</th>
<th>Returnees</th>
<th>Nonrespondents</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>P-values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,726</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1,360</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤44 years</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54 years</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59 years</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–67 years</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elective</td>
<td>1,169</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson Index 0</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson Index 1</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson Index 2+</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular ejection fraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥34%</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35%–54%</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55%+</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤24.9 kg/m²</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29.9 kg/m²</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+ kg/m²</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤2 hours per week</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2–4 hours per week</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 hours per week, light</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 hours per week, heavy</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (&lt;11 years)</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate (11–14 years)</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (15+ years)</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer payment group (week before PCI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working/unemployed</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-related benefits</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early retirement</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal retirement</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>49.2 (10.6)</td>
<td>50.2 (10.2)</td>
<td>47.5 (11.3)</td>
<td>48.1 (10.6)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>45.9 (10.2)</td>
<td>46.7 (9.7)</td>
<td>44.0 (10.8)</td>
<td>47.7 (9.4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; MCS, Mental Component Summary; PCS, Physical Component Summary; SD, standard deviation.
were similar to the respondents, except from that they were slightly younger and more often women (data not shown). Patients who dropped out differed from the patients who completed the whole study course in the same aspects as those between nonrespondents and respondents. In addition, they were less physically active. Like the nonrespondents, the patients who dropped out were more often temporarily or permanently out of work. The returnees were similar to the patients who completed the whole study course, except that they were, in general, younger and thus more often treated acutely; they were more often current smokers and slightly overweight. They were slightly better educated, perhaps because of their younger age.

The nonrespondents had a higher mortality than the respondents. Also, they were more often temporarily or permanently out of the work (except from normal retirement, which was most common among respondents), and this pattern applied to all time points during follow-up. During follow-up, 74 patients died (32 nonrespondents and 42 respondents). The patients who died during follow-up differed from those who were lost to follow-up for other reasons; they were older and had a lower LVEF. They also had more comorbidity. Many of those who died had left the workforce permanently already from the beginning of the study.

We concluded that there were many differences between respondents and nonrespondents, between whole-course respondents and respondents who dropped out, as well as between patients who died during follow-up and those who dropped out for other reasons. These differences are presumably all related to health and therefore, we assumed that results based on complete cases would most likely be biased. The direction of the bias would be an overestimation of self-reported health, as this was strongly prone to be related to most of the variables about which nonrespondents, patients who dropped out, and dead patients differed from the whole-course respondents.

In the case of MAR, we can make assumptions about relations to other variables in our dataset, and consequently be able to predict the missing values.\(^\text{13,14,28}\) Since we were aware of several characteristics related to both nonresponse and attrition, of which many were complete for all patients, our missing data could be MAR, and thus suitable for MI. To improve our approach even further, we used the external data on date of death and TPG, even though these were not used in our planned analysis.

To build the models of the variables of interest in MI, we used the baseline characteristics that we found related to nonresponse and attrition and data related to the level of the variable in focus as recommended by Fielding et al.\(^\text{29}\) We took advantage of the longitudinal data structure in the models and used the previous and the following measurement of the same score in the models. In many cases, imputation models are based on related measures but not on the same measure in a previous or following questionnaire.

**Methods**

**Generating the imputed datasets: specifying the models**

In order to impute a missing value, one has to specify a stochastic model for each variable with missing values. Although some statistical programs may carry out MI using all available variables in standard models without any insight into the underlying mechanism, the use of specific equations is preferable.\(^\text{13}\) This involves several decisions: which type of model is appropriate, should the variable be transformed, which variables should be used as explanatory variables, etc. These are exactly the same considerations as when one is formulating a regression model in an ordinary statistical analysis. But there is an additional requirement to the imputation models if they are to be used to give unbiased estimates under the assumption of MAR: whether or not the variable is actually observed should be independent of the actual value, given the explanatory variable included in the model.

We will illustrate the imputation models with some examples (a list of all the 35 models is given in Table S1 and Figures S1–S3), starting with SF-12 MCS, which is of primary interest in this study. The MCS at time \(t\) was a model of normal linear regression given by the following equation.

\[
\text{MCS}_t = \text{MCS}_{t-1} + \text{MCS}_{t+1} + \text{SAQ}_{t-3} + \text{SAQ}_{t-1} + \text{SAQ}_t + TPG_t + \text{Dead}_{t+1} + \text{Age} + \text{Sex} + \text{LVEF} + \text{Indication} + \text{Comorbidity}^* + \text{random variation}
\]

where \(t-1\) and \(t+1\) indicate the previous and the following questionnaires, respectively. Here, we use the convention that \(t-1\) does not exist for the first questionnaire and \(t+1\) does not exist for the final questionnaire. \(\text{Dead}_{t+1}\) is 1 if the person died in the interval from \(t\) to \(t+1\). Note that TPG and Comorbidity are categorical variables indicated by asterisks (*). In other words, the MCS is assumed to depend on the previous and following MCS scores, the previous and present SAQs and
SAQf scores, the present TPG status, the baseline characteristics (Age, Sex, LVEF, Indication for PCI, and Comorbidity), and on whether or not the person died before receiving the following questionnaire. Knowing the variables on the right side can ensure independency between the value on the left side and whether this value is observed. If this is true, the estimates calculated based on these MIs are unbiased. Two comments are needed here. First, we used the external data on income source at time \( t \), as knowing this information makes the assumption of conditional independency between the MCS value and missingness more plausible. Second, we have introduced an indicator for death before the next questionnaire. This roughly means that we have a separate level of the MCS for those who died before the next questionnaire.

The SAQs score was modeled by an ordered logistic regression based on the following equation:

\[
SAQs_i = SAQf_{i,1} + SAQf_{i,2} + \text{Age} + Sex + LVEF + \text{Indication} + \text{Comorbidity}^* \\
+ \text{random variation}
\]

This equation is similar to that for the MCS, but here we did not include an indicator for death before the next questionnaire. We were forced by the data to do this, as there, for several of the time points, was no observed variation in the SAQs and SAQf score among those who died before the next questionnaire. As an example, 14 patients died in the interval of 18–24 months; in eleven, SAQs scores at 18 months were missing; and the remaining three had all the same SAQs score.

As an example of patient characteristics that do not vary over time, we considered BMI at baseline. This was modeled by the following linear regression.

\[
BMI = MCS + PCS + \text{Age} + Sex + \text{Smoking}^* \\
+ \text{Indication} + \text{Comorbidity}^* \\
+ \text{random variation}
\]

In this situation, we used baseline characteristics such as age, sex, indication for the PCI, and prevalent comorbidity along with the patients’ rating of health in the first questionnaire. Note that here we do not need an indicator for death, as all patients were alive at the time of the first questionnaire.

We have decided that the fact that we do not have observed variables, for example, SF-12 scores, after a patient is dead is not a question of missing data; a dead patient cannot be assigned an SF-12 score. Rubin has discussed aspects of this in the setting of randomized trials.30 From this point of view, the patients’ death during follow-up is not a missing data problem. However, it can easily lead to a practical problem when we have to impute missing values prior to death. In the models, we have included both the previous and the subsequent questionnaires in the imputation model at a specific time point. However, if the person died before the subsequent questionnaire, then we do not have the information needed for the imputation. We have tried to handle this problem by using different strategies with or without an indicator in the model for patients who die before the next questionnaire combined with either treating missing observations after death as a missing data problem in the imputation and then resetting these to missing after the imputation, or assigning fixed values at the first questionnaire after death preceding the imputation and then resetting these to missing afterward. When assigning fixed values, we tried assigning both zero and a value close to the median of the score (50 if MCS/PCS and 100 in SAQs/SAQf). To summarize, we used the following five schemes:

A. the observation after death treated as missing data, no indicator for death;
B. the observation after death treated as missing data, with indicator for death;
C. the observation after death assigned a fixed value (50/100), no indicator for death;
D. the observation after death assigned a fixed value (zero), with indicator for death; and
E. the observation after death assigned a fixed value (zero), no indicator for death.

For each scheme, we created 100 imputed datasets \((m=100)\). We chose 100 imputations \((m)\) as a conservative choice, as recent recommendations are to perform as many imputations as the proportion of missing cases in a study.14 Calculating this proportion of missing cases may be straightforward in studies with only a single or two measurement points, but in our longitudinal design, at least one variable in the dataset was missing in most patients, while in others (namely the nonrespondents), a large proportion of the variables of interest for the planned analysis are missing. As we added auxiliary variables in the imputation model, we reduced the proportion of missing data within each patient’s dataset, making calculations of proportions of missing data in the dataset arbitrary.

**Generating datasets for the sensitivity analysis:**

**Specifying three different MNAR scenarios**

The assumption behind valid estimation following MI is that data are MAR. We modified the dataset generated from MI in order to examine the consequences of departures from this
assumption, for example, if data were missing in a patient who had poorer health than the imputation model could reveal under the MAR assumption. We reduced the imputed SF-12 component summaries because these were the focus of our planned analysis. The 141 patients who had a hidden address were omitted from this reduction, as they were similar to the respondents in respect to most baseline characteristics. The following three scenarios were generated: 1) reduction of ten points in all imputed values (corresponding to approximately one standard deviation, based on the general assumption that the mechanism behind missing data is related to lower self-reported health); 2) the same as scenario 1, but in nonrespondents, we subtracted an additional five points (based on the assumption that nonrespondents’ health was lower than the respondents’ health); and 3) the same as scenario 1, but in nonrespondents or patients with more than two comorbidities, we subtracted an additional five points (based on the assumption that patients suffering from other diseases would rate their health lower).

At this point, we had 21 different datasets because we had five variants of MI, each with an additional three variants of scenarios for sensitivity analysis along with the dataset with the observed data. When presenting the sensitivity analyses, we limit the presentation to imputation A together with the related variants of sensitivity datasets. We computed the four other schemes with variants of sensitivity analysis, and they revealed similar results.

We did not generate datasets with sensitivity scenarios to the two SAQ scores, as it was not possible to establish realistic scenarios, because the smallest possible reduction was 25 points to match one category in the stability dimension, and this would have a marked impact on the results. Other sensitivity analyses of other variables derived from MI are possible.

Analyzing the imputed data and the sensitivity datasets

Finally, we analyzed the dataset using a statistical model developed for an analysis of sex differences, which is presented in detail in the results paper.20 As in the presentation of the results for sensitivity scenarios, we present only the observed data, one variant of MI (Scheme A), and the related three datasets for sensitivity analysis.

All data management, computations, and analysis were performed in Stata/IC 12.1. The imputations and the analysis were performed using the MI/ICE suite in Stata with 100 imputations. Most other software packages provide similar possibilities. Estimates are given with 95% confidence intervals in square brackets.

Results

In the following, we present results related to the MCS only. The results related to results from the PCS are available in Table S1 and Figures S1–S3.

Figure 2A presents the observed data of the first nine patients in the dataset. Three patients (id1, id3, and id7) were whole-course respondents, and id2 was a nonrespondent (and thus not visible in Figure 2A with observed data). Some patients dropped out during follow-up (id4, id5, and id8), while some were returnees (id6 and id9). The figure also illustrates that in the observed data, some of the patients’ scores on the MCS varied nearly 20 points between two consecutive measurements (Figure 2).

In Figure 2B–D, observed and imputed data (Scheme A) from patients id6, id8, and id9 are illustrated separately. For clarity, only the first 20 imputations are plotted. Patient id6 has observed data in the first and the last measurement, but the intermediate values are imputed. Patient id8 has observed data at 6 months and 12 months, but the remaining observations are imputed. In patient id9, two observations (3 months and 24 months) are missing, and compared to id6 and id8, the imputed data vary less because our imputation model used the previous and following observations, and these do not vary in this situation compared to, for example, the measurement at 24 months for id6 and id8, where the previous and following observations are missing (Figure 2).

After MI, the estimated mean component summary were approximately 1 scale point (∼1/10 standard deviation) lower than in the observed data. The differences in the MCS were smaller during the first 6 months of follow-up, compared to the later follow-up period. The different schemes for handling missing data in the case of death (A–E) revealed very similar results (Figure 3A). Note that the y-scale is no longer 0–100, as in Figure 2. For the PCS, the differences were nearly stable over time (Table S1 and Figures S1–S3).

Looking at changes from the first measurement to each of the other measurements (Figure 3B), we found only minor differences between the observed data and the imputed data. Again, as expected, the different approaches (A–E) of handling missing data in relation to death had no impact on the results.

Figure 3C illustrates the three different sensitivity scenarios, in which we assumed that data were MNAR; for example, data were missing in patients with lower self-reported health than expected from the imputations. The deviations increased over time, as the proportion of missing data increased over time due to attrition. As expected, the average level in the population decreased four to six points. It is more dubious whether self-reported mental health increases over time (Figure 3D).
Looking at the course of MCS for men and women separately, we found that women’s scores were initially nearly six points lower than men, and they reported a larger increase over time compared to men. Thus, the courses did not change after imputation; only the level was different (Figure 4A).

Using the different datasets (observed, imputed [Scheme A], and the three scenarios of sensitivity analysis [1–3]) in the analytic model of sex differences showed that they were robust to both imputation and in the scenarios of deviations from MAR and comfortably within each other’s confidence intervals. The estimates labeled “assumed constant” are mean sex difference if no time dependence was present (Figure 4B).

**Discussion**

We have illustrated that MI is a feasible method to try to deal with bias due to missing data in longitudinal studies. In short, we obtained additional data (on TPG and date of death) in order to make the assumption of MAR more plausible. Then we specified a regression model for each variable with missing data. The model should resemble how the variable was related to the other variables and support the MAR assumption. The final two steps, generating the imputations and the analysis of the data, required only minimal extra programming compared to a standard statistical analysis. The results based on the imputations are only valid if the data were MAR, and we had specified appropriate imputation models. As these assumptions cannot be validated, we supplemented the analyses by sensitivity analyses based on scenarios with realistic deviations from MAR. The size and direction of these deviations must depend on the specific context, and in this paper, we present only a few variants, while many others are possible. It should be noted that the computations were somewhat time-consuming, for example, with $m=100$, generating the imputed dataset (one variant) lasted from 1 hour 34 minutes on a personal computer (Windows 7, 64 bit, Intel I7 processor Dual Core 2.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM) to 3 hours 27 minutes on a MacBook (OS10.7.4 Lion, 64 bit, Intel Core i7 Processor 2.5 GHz, 8 GB DDR3 RAM).
Multiple imputation in longitudinal studies

Figure 3 Mean scores and mean changes of Mental Component Summary with observed data, variations of multiple imputation approaches related to dead (A and B), and sensitivity analyses (C and D).

Abbreviations: MCS, Mental Component Summary; CI, confidence interval; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.

2 duo 2.4 GHz, 4 GB RAM). This time can of course depend on the computer and be further reduced by the use of parallel computing. Since the imputations are generated only once, this could be done overnight or during weekends.

Previous studies have used available SF-12 items in imputations but only in cross-sectional settings, among respondents and with limited use of auxiliary information. Since we chose to impute the two component summaries from SF-12, and not all 12 items, we experienced some information loss where a single missing item resulted in a missing component summary and information from the non-missing items were not used. On the other hand, our imputation model would have been increased with 80 additional equations, if each item at each time point should have been imputed and thus prone to small strata as the single items are categorical.

Few previous studies have used MIs to deal with missing SF-12 (or SF-36) data in a cohort with repeated follow-ups. We found one small study that used weighing to adjust for sampling bias. In patients with heart disease, Weintraub et al used MI to impute intermittent missing scores in the SAQ and SF-36 in a study with repeated measurements, following the same time pattern as our study. Their imputation strategy was to impute intermittently missing only, and not nonrespondents or patients who dropped out. Since we found important differences between respondents compared to nonrespondents or patients who dropped out, we found it important to include these patients in the imputation models as well.

Imputation has previously been used in longitudinal studies. In a recent review, Enders suggested using MI methods instead of complete case analysis and that the choice of MI method should depend on context and assumptions behind the mechanisms of missing data. Fielding et al compared different single imputation methods with MI methods and found that MI was superior to single imputation in quality of life data. In a longitudinal simulation study, Twisk and de Vente compared different imputation approaches including MI. They recommended MI or longitudinal single imputation that led to similar different point estimates after imputation; however, MI had more valid variability compared to longitudinal single imputation.

We have identified a few simulation studies with a longitudinal design that took into account that deaths occurred during
follow-up. Most other studies used MI only in patients who took part in the complete study course; however, some used MI to impute time to death as an outcome. Other studies have used the strategy to replace dead persons’ HRQOL scores with 0. The latter option would underestimate the mean scores in the population still alive, as patients who die during follow-up are contributing to the mean with the value 0. The very similar results in our study after the different practical approaches of dealing with death in the imputation models may be related to the low number of incident deaths in the follow-up period. In similar situations with few incident deaths during follow-up, it seems safe to use the simplest applicable method, imputing all missing data including those at the first planned questionnaire after death and afterward recoding the latter to missing. However, in other populations with higher mortality rates, different approaches should be applied to evaluate the importance of the method of choice. If the number of dead patients is large, an indicator of death is desirable. How to handle death when using the following measurements in the equations is thus still unknown, and requires further studies in settings with higher mortality than in the present study.

The very similar results in our study after the different practical approaches of dealing with death in the imputation models may be related to the low number of incident deaths in the follow-up period. In similar situations with few incident deaths during follow-up, it seems safe to use the simplest applicable method, imputing all missing data including those at the first planned questionnaire after death and afterward recoding the latter to missing. However, in other populations with higher mortality rates, different approaches should be applied to evaluate the importance of the method of choice. If the number of dead patients is large, an indicator of death is desirable. How to handle death when using the following measurements in the equations is thus still unknown, and requires further studies in settings with higher mortality than in the present study.

In this paper, we have reported the observed data, five different variants of handling death, and three different scenarios of deviations from MAR for illustrative and pedagogical purposes. In the paper reporting the results, we reported the imputed (Scheme A) data only, along with sensitivity analyses. We did not wish to compare observed data with the imputed data when we reported the results, as we were convinced that analyses based on the observed data were wrong. Instead, we reported the imputation models, so that the reader can assess these models, similar to the reporting of how a model of confounder adjustment is defined in a traditional epidemiological study.

Problems with missing data, attrition, and nonparticipation in longitudinal studies have previously, to a large extent, been ignored. MI is implemented in most standard software packages available to epidemiologists. MI is a relevant choice of method, if the assumption of MAR can be made plausible and should be considered in all longitudinal studies.
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Table S1 Multiple imputation

```
*Stata12 do-file to perform imputation A:*
local impvar v_mcs* v_pcs* | saqtab* | saqfreq* | VEF smoking bmi physect edu lev
local regvar sex age tpg* dead* comorThree indication
keep id 'impvar' 'regvar'
mi register imputed 'impvar'
mi register regular 'regvar'
mimistable sum
display "start imputations ""SS_TIME SS_DATE"

mi impute chained ///
( regress , include( v_pcs1 ) age sex i.smoking bmi i.comorThree ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs1 v_pcs1 ) age sex i.smoking bmi i.comorThree ) VEF age sex
( mlogit , include( v_mcs1 v_pcs1 ) tpg1 age sex i.smoking bmi i.edu lev ) smoking
( mlogit , include( v_mcs1 v_pcs1 ) tpg1 age sex i.smoking bmi i.edu lev ) indication edu lev
( mlogit , include( v_mcs1 v_pcs1 ) tpg1 age sex i.smoking bmi i.edu lev ) i.comorThree indication physect
( mlogit , include( v_mcs1 v_pcs1 ) tpg1 age sex i.smoking bmi i.edu lev ) i.comorThree indication physlev

( regress , include( v_mcs3 v_mcs6 tpg1 saqtab3 saqfreq3 saqfreq6 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs12 v_mcs12 tpg6 saqtab6 saqtab12 saqfreq6 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs6 v_mcs6 tpg12 saqtab6 saqtab12 saqfreq6 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs12 v_mcs24 tpg18 saqtab12 saqtab18 saqfreq12 saqfreq18 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs24 v_mcs24 tpg24 saqtab24 saqtab30 saqfreq24 saqfreq30 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs24 v_mcs24 tpg24 saqtab24 saqtab30 saqfreq24 saqfreq30 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_mcs30 tpg36 saqtab30 saqtab36 saqfreq30 saqfreq36 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs3 v_pcs1 tpg1 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs1 v_pcs6 tpg3 ) saqtab3 saqfreq3 saqfreq6 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs6 v_pcs6 tpg12 saqtab6 saqtab12 saqfreq6 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs12 v_pcs24 tpg18 saqtab12 saqtab18 saqfreq12 saqfreq18 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs18 v_pcs30 tpg24 saqtab18 saqtab24 saqfreq18 saqfreq24 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs24 v_pcs30 tpg30 saqtab24 saqtab30 saqfreq24 saqfreq30 ) VEF age sex
( regress , include( v_pcs30 tpg30 saqtab30 saqtab36 saqfreq30 saqfreq36 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs3 saqtab6 saqfreq3 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs6 saqtab3 saqtab6 saqfreq6 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs12 saqtab6 saqtab12 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs18 saqtab18 saqtab24 saqfreq18 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs24 saqtab18 saqtab24 saqfreq24 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs30 saqtab24 saqtab30 saqfreq30 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs36 saqtab30 saqfreq36 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs3 saqtab3 saqfreq3 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs6 saqtab6 saqfreq6 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs12 saqtab6 saqtab12 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs18 saqtab18 saqtab24 saqfreq18 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs24 saqtab18 saqtab24 saqfreq24 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs30 saqtab24 saqtab30 saqfreq30 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs36 saqtab30 saqfreq36 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs3 saqtab3 saqfreq3 ) VEF age sex
( ologit , include( v_pcs6 saqtab6 saqfreq6 saqfreq12 ) VEF age sex
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add(100) noimputed force rseed(20111213) burnin(50) dots
display "end imputations ""SS_TIME SS_DATE"
```

* setting variables at time = a if dead at time i
for each var in v_mcs v_pcs saqtab saqfreq:
for each i in 36 30 24 18 12 6 3:
replace var"+i"=1 if dead"i"=1
}
```
Analysis of physical component summary

Figure S1 Samples of nine patient-observed data (A) and three different patients observed and imputed data (B–D).
Abbreviations: PCS, Physical Component Summary; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.

Figure S2 Mean scores and mean changes of PCS with observed data, variations of approaches related to death (A and B), and sensitivity analysis (C and D).
Abbreviations: PCS, Physical Component Summary; CI, confidence interval; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.
### Table 1: 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for Sensitivity 1, 2, and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>After imputation</th>
<th>Observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure S3: Sex differences unadjusted PCS mean scores: observed and imputation A (A); adjusted differences in PCS: observed, imputation A, and sensitivity analysis (B).

**Abbreviations:** PCS, Physical Component Summary; CI, confidence interval; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.
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